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The University of Alabama in HuntsviUe

Crew wins National Championship
make me decide to stick to tennis and
volleyball, thank you.
Coach Eadon is well pleased with his
The UAH Crew team finished an team this season. "Winning the
already successful season with a win, a National Championship was the
B I G W I N , a t t h e N a t i o n a l highlight, of course, but we did well in all
Championships in Philadelphia, PA. our meets," he said.
LeDuc, a senior crew member,
The victory came from our Men's Pair:
agrees:
"This was probably the best
Steve Burrows, Tim LeDuc, and their
season
we've
ever had. As a whole,
coxswain, Teresa Wolfsberger. They
were UAH's one and only entry in the everyone really put forth a lot of effort."
For the crew team next year, "Things
Nationals, and they could not have put
look
pretty promising," according to
forth a better representation for our
Eadon. "We'll be losing about eight
university.
Approximately 89 universities
competed in Philadelphia on May 14. In
the Men's Pair division, there were
seven boats in the finals. The boats
were about even after the first 400
meters when the course hit a big turn.
Then UAH pulled ahead, along with
Canisius University of Buffalo, NY,
(Canisius has won this event two out ot
by Ardis Morton
the past four years).
The two boats were neck and neck news/feature reporter
until the last 300 meters, when UAH
Signs were posted all over campus
just plain outsprinted them. The
Chargers finished with a time of 7:41:09, reading "Make $5 an Hour!" Is that
and Canisius floated in about four really all it takes to get typical
seconds later. What was it like crossing collegiates to put pride aside and spend
four hours a night asking strangers for
that finish line?
"It was loud," said national champion money? Here at UAH it's more than
Tim LeDuc. "The people in the stands enough! In fact, in the annual
went crazy. All of the Southern teams phonathon, this year's callers proved
usually stick together and they all what many parents already suspected.
College students have mastered the art
cheered for us."
That was probably a good thing since of asking and can get cash out of just
the only other supporters on the bank about anyone!
Student callers along with members
would have been their coach, Chuck
of
the Alumni Association raised a
Eadon, and avid fan, Irene Fleischman.
The excitement surrounding the record breaking $52,052 in pledges for
beginning of a race like that one must be the general scholarship fund at UAH.
quite intense, to say the least. With This is more than double what was
raised in 1986 and a significant increase
only a few yards between the oars of
each boat, getting a good start can over last year's total of $32,216 in
become very important. The oarsmen pledges.
Virgina Quick, director of Annual
anxiously await the signal to begin,
w h i t e - k n u c k l e d a n d i n g r e a t Giving, attributed this success to
anticipation of the oncoming struggle to several factors. First, more time was
the finish. The outcome of the race is spent selecting and training the
simply a matter of who retains their students this year. Students were
intensity throughout the entire course. offered $4 an hour if they did not attend
Seven or eight minutes may not sound the training seminars and $5 if they did
like a long time, but it can become an attend. Secondly, the data base of
eternity when you are putting forth all potential donors was increased and
they now have more acurate data than
your energy, and then some.
Just to get an idea of what this crew ever.
Also, this spring's callers were
competition was like, this reporter
pioneers
as the first to venture into the
snuck in Spragins Hall one day and
tried out one of the ERGS (those are forbidden territory of the Faculty/Staff
the wonderful little torture devices the Directory. Students were hesitant at
crew team practices on). At first I first because UAH's employees already
thought "This isn't too bad, I think just devote many long hours to the
might be able to handle it for a while." A University. However, the faculty and
staff were very supportive and
short while maybe.
With the passage of time my arms generous with their contributions.
and shoulders began to fatigue, not to Another contributing factor to the
mention the hideous ache in my back. success of the phonathon was the
How long did I "row? I'd rather not active participation of the Alumni
divulge that information at this point. Association on four nights.
The phonathon lasted a total of 18
Let's just say it was long enough to
by Jenny Grace
sports reporter

people, but we're picking up nine more
and have a lot of^good returning
oarsmen."
Another more significant change in
the crew team for next year will be in
the coaching position. Coach Eadon
will become the assistant coach, while
crew members Anne Fleischman and
Dana Boussom will take over the headt
coaching position. They have been
competing and working with the team
all along, so they are obvious choices
for the head coach job.
Practice for next year is already in

progress. The coaches would like to
remind everyone that crew is open to
any student on campus, and interested
persons should contact them through
the UAH Athletic Office at 895-6144.
Eadon emphasized that no previous
experience in rowing is necessary. All
you need is the willingness to try a new
experience (don't let my little story
about the ERGS scare you away, I'm
probably just a lightweight).
CONGRATULATIONS CREW
TEAM! KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!

Spring phonathon raises
record--breaking pledges

Over 50 students worked during the phonathon. Pictured are some of these callers.
photo by Ricky Howard
nights and took place from 5:30 to 9:30
on each. During the last week, students
pulled together in an extra effort to
reaeh the $50,000 goal that no one even
dreamed possible when it all began.
With each passing week students got to
know one another a little better and the
job became exciting and fun. Many a
night people had to arrive early just to
get a seat and those even a few minutes
late were met with a "full house" and a
promised seat on the next evening.
Most students said that they most
enjoyed getting to meet new people
wherv working on the phonathon. One
caller, Susan McClendon, said that
before the phonathon she didn't really
know anyone at UAH. Now when she
walks around campus she too will have
people to talk to. Another caller, Amy
Dickson, said that she just enjoyed
being of service to UAH. One

graduating student found talking to
alumni a great way to find
job
prospects. Terry Crutcher said that
working on the phonathon gave him an
unexpected opportunity to make
possible job connections.
The' Annual Spring Phonathon is held
not only to raise funds for UAH
scholarships and programs but also to
keep in touch with alumni and friends.
Calls were made to degree and nondegree alumni, community leaders,
friends, faculty, and staff. Dr. Thomas
Tenbrunsel, vice president for
University Advancement, recently put
increased emphasis on the Spring
Phonathon as one of the changes made
in UAH's fund raising program.
Virginia Quick, who is also the
manager of the phonathon, did an
exceptional job and made it almost
cont. to pg 10
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Huntsville celebrates John Hunt Morgan Day
by Kim Glasgow
associate editor
This Saturday, area residents are
invited to attend the activities planned
for General John Hunt Morgan Day.
Morgan, a Confederate soldierturned-officer, was bom on Franklin
Street in Huntsville in 1825. He will be
the subject of a lecture by Clara Rising,
author of "In the Season of the Rose," a
romantic, historical novel on the life of
Morgan.
According to Liz Moon, Mayor Joe
Davis has proclaimed May 28 as
General John Hunt Morgan Day. In
addition to the lecture, a number of
activities have been planned for the day
to honor the "Thunderbolt of the
Confederacy," Morgan's nickname.
The events are sponsored by the
Huntsville Public Library and the Sons
of the Confederate Veterans, a nonpolitical historical group.
The day begins at 9:30 a.m. with a
parade in downtown Huntsville. At 10
a.m., there will be a plaque dedication

ceremony at the Madison County
Courthouse. At this time, a plaque will
be added to the Confederate
Monument at the courthouse.
Following the ceremony, Ms. Rising
will give a free lecture at noon in the
Huntsville Public Library auditorium.
An autograph party will follow the
lecture.
At 2 p.m., there will be a mock fight or
skirmish between the Blue and the
Gray, or the Confederates and the
Yankees. This will be held at the
Huntsville Railroad Depot Museum,
which will also be the site of the all-day
"Living History." This is a Confederate
and Yankee camp set during the time of
the Civil War. It will give participants a
chance to take a look at the clothes,
weapons, and other artifacts of that
time.
Throughout the months of May and
June, educational displays on Morgan
will be open to the public at the Heritage
Room, on the third floor of the public
library.
The evening will close with a

memorial candlelit ceremony to honor
Morgan. This will be held at the Maple
Hill Cemetery.
One of the featured events of the day
is the lecture by author Clara Rising.
Her ties to the Confederate War
include four ancestors who died in
Confederate service. Her book, "In the
Season of the Rose," is her first
published novel and took seven years
to complete.
Of her novel, she said, "Unbeliev
ably, I sold it without an agent to the
largest publisher in the country.
Wherever it has been available, it has
been well received."
Rising said that General Morgan's

story "practically wrote itself and
carried me along with it. When I moved
to Kentucky, I learned how
controversial Morgan was -- still is."
She became interested in Morgan
and had wanted to write a novel "about
the human condition." When she
learned of Morgan, "the Civil War gave
me the larger stage such an idea
demanded," sjie said.
For thpse who are interested in
RisingVbook, it will be on sale in the
Friends of the Library Bookstore at the
ptiblic library. The author will be on
hand to sign copies of the book at an
autograph party following her noon
lecture.

"We honor the University Club Card'

BURGER
OUT?

Graves directs UAH
Wind Ensemble
The UAH Wind Ensemble will
present a concert Friday, May 27, at
8:15 p.m. in the UAH Recital Hall,
located in the newly rededicated
Roberts Hall. The Wind Ensemble is
under the direction of Dr. David L.
Graves and will feature Donald Adams
as guest artist for "Concerto No. 2 For
Alto Saxophone" by Robert Jager.
Adams received his Bachelor of
Music degree from Tennessee
Technological University in Cookeville,
Tenn., and his Master of Music degree
in Woodwind Instruments from Indiana
University in Bloomington. His
saxophone teachers have included
Larry Teal, Jean Lansing and Eugene
Rousseau. He has performed with
various groups across the United
States and Japan, and is presently
teaching saxophone and flute at UAH,
and woodwinds at Oak wood College.
Modest Moussorgsky's "Pictures At

An Exhibition," originally composed as
a work for solo piano, reached new
heights of popularity when
orchestrated by Maurice Ravel, and is
represented in the band literature in a
translation by Mark H. Hindsley. The
music depicts an exhibition of the
painting of Moussorgsky's deceased
friend, Victor Hartmann. The
composer and his moods are
represented by the recurring
"Promenade." The pictures inspire
impressions that include the somber
"Catacombae-Sepulchrum Romanum," _ the bizarre "Ballet of the
Unhatched Chickens," and the
majestic "Great Gate at Kiev."
Also included in the program is
"Tocatta Marziale," by R. Vaughan
Williams.
The public is invited to attend this
free event.

Mexican Food & Drink
4116 University Dr.
Tel: 830-2300
Just 1 block from UAH

Life can be really lough when you've go! a bad burger habit. You
find yourself thinking about burgers all day long. You can't wait till you
get another "burger fix". But it doesn t have to be that way! There is a
Fresh Alternative.. Subway Sub Shops. All our sandwiches and salads
are made fresh before your eyes. So get rid of that burger on your back.
Come to a Subway Sub Shop for a quick recovery.

"Hill's
Shopping
Center"

1220 N MEMOHIAI "*WV
HUNTSVILLE. ALA JS801

&^
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Sandwiches A Salads

*

« H-||>
Shopping
Center"

Come Party with our High
Energy Staff

UAH Students & FacultyY0U WILL LOVE OUR:
FOOD, SERVICE, 8c PRICES!

LUNCH BUFFET

SUNDAY thru FRIDAY (11-23

*

$2.99
*
*PLUS*

10% DISCOUNT ON N0N SPECIAL FOOD PURCHASES TO UA
STUDENTS & FACULTY WITH I.D. OR UNIVERSITY CLUB CAR

Happy Hour 4-8pm
Free

Every Saturday Night

Hot Hors d'oeuvres
$1.50 Cocktails & $1.00 Draft!!

(That's Right, Free Drinks!!)
7:30 to 9:00pm

OPEN BAR

i
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Caught Across Campus

SDI's underground newspaper under scrutiny
by Tamatha Annette Brumley
Exponent trouble shooter
Part 1: The SDI
The SDI (Students for a Democratic Institution) has
been a subject of campus controversy this spring
semester, especially in regards to the underground
newspaper published by this group. Caught Across
Campus has received letters and petitions pertaining
to the SDI about issues I would like to address. There
has been difficulty iri establishing contact with the
SDI. I do not know where the number on the back of
their newpaper rings at, but after a successive series
of calls, I have only managed to reach somebody
twice. After explaining what this column is about and
how I would like to interview the SDI to answer many
of the questions people have about them, to allow
them to respond to some of the complaints that have
been received about them, and to generally give more
of the student body more information about them, I
was told, "We will get back to you."
I am waiting.
In consideration of this, and with the hope that the
SDI has simply been very occupied with other
activities and plans to eventually contact me or agrees
to talk with me whenever I can contact them next, I
would like to present a multi-part series of articles on
the SDI. In this section I would like to review the
various comments and questions that have been
received over the SDI. Hopefully, next week I will be
able to present the SDI's responses to the comments
and questions along with any further observations
from the SDI on campus problems.
The SDI chose in their newsletter to champion the
cause of Dr. Richard Leonard as a suitable president

for the University of Alabama at Huntsville. Many
people could and have described the SDI's article of
support (located on page 2 of their newspaper) to be
merely a campaign endorsement. Dr. Leonard is
complimented highly. He is given much praise, but
very little is stated about him aside from descriptions
of his greatness. We are not told of any of Dr.
Leonard's accomplishments that would lend
credibility to the statements about him nor is an
example of Dr. Leonard's abilities shown. The SDI
could be accused of asking the student body of UAH
to accept on faith their opinions as being in the best
interest of everyone. This would not be in line with the
ides of a democratic institution.
v
Immediately after the article on Dr. Leonard. The
SDI criticizes The Exponent, the Student
Government Association, Dr. B. Jeanne Fisher, and
others. This is prevalent throughout their newsletter.
At this time, I would like to explain to the SDI and all
the people who have complained about the
journalistic style of the SDI's newpaper a few minor
differences in an underground newspaper and a
recognized campus newspaper. A recognized
campus newspaper is bound very strictly by a creed
called journalistic integrity. This means such a
newpaper cannot print certain ideas or statements
unless such things could be proven in court. A
campus newspaper such as The Exponent can be a
target for libel. A campus newpaper also must be
careful and as fair as humanly possible in presenting
opinions so as to avoid a discrimination suit.
Aside from the concept of journalistic integrity
there is another principle that university newpapers
must try to adhere to called journalistic courtesy. This
means to attempt to behave in a genteel manner in

regards to the allotment of time, space, and the
treatment of subjects. I am not accusing the SDI of
doing anything that would equal a violation of these
sacred tenets of the free press, but as an underground
newspaper they have more freedom in what they can
say and how they can say it. This is one of the more
useful aspects of an underground newspaper in
protesting injustices and advocation reforms. Used
constructively, it can accomplish positive results.
The staff of The Exponent has asked that I
address the SDI directily over a certain matter in their
criticism of the campus paper and our leadership. The
Exponent has been requesting more volunteers to
help produce the paper for months. When would the
SDI members like to come in for an interview to join
the newspaper staff? We are interested in almost
anyone that understands the English language and
would like to help with the improvement of student life
at UAH. For example, I started writing for The
Exponent because I felt I could no longer justify
criticizing the paper without attempting to see if I
could improve it. Of course, I do not know thestudent
history of every member of the SDI so I cannot say
that every member has not tried to reform the campus
institutions they find corrupt. I would like to know,
however, how many of the SDI members have been
on the staff of The Exponent and how many of them
have served in the SG A or ran for office in the SGA?
A closing, minor question that has been on my mind
about the members emeritus of the SDI. Why Huey P.
Long?
Next week, hopefully, the SDI's responses!

Male nursing students see no difficulties in future
by Joyce Anderson Maples
for The Exponent
Eric Gemert fell in love with medicine
in Mrs. Love's fourth grade class. And a
genuine fondness for the medical
profession resurfaced in Steve Taylor
after he served as a medic in the Air
Force.
Both young men will graduate this
spring from the UAH College of
Nursing with BSN degrees. Ironically,
their wives are also enrolled in nursing
programs and will graduate soon.
Gernert currently works at Humana
Hospital as a technician in the critical
care unit, and Suburban Ambulance as
a licensed paramedic. He views his
devotion to the profession as a "calling"
from God that happened "way back
when."
"I know it probably sounds corny,
but it's true. I really believe God gave
me a gift to help other people with my
skill and I just love it," said Gernert. His
"ultimate dream" is to become a nurse
practitioner, then move back to
Tenneessee and open a clinic where he
and his wife Kim would work side-byside.
Unlike Gernert, Taylor would like to

"The thing I worry most about is much...Death is no problem to me. But
use his degree to secure a job in private
industry or in an emergency room being bored after I graduate," Gernert most of all I like being appreciated by
setting. He works at Huntsville Hospital said. "You would think I would be more my patients. It is so great to hear
concerned with living and dying, but somebody say 'thank you' and really
in the psychiatric unit.
"The nursing profession is very dying doesn't really bother me that mean it."
flexible. It has provided me with a great
opportunity for a future in medicine,"
said Taylor. "It certainly is more
challenging and demanding than I
anticipated."
AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
Gernert and Taylor readily admit
that the role of the male nurse is
somewhat stereotyped and complex at
(CM:
times. But it doesn't change their
attitude or commitment to nursing; it
just makes them more determined to
perform "professionally." Both would
Q* COy.
like to see more males in nursing.
"There have been times when I've
FOR THE FINEST IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT
really felt uncomfortable," Taylor said
smiling. "But I don't foresee any
OFFERING ONE OF THE LARGEST AND
difficulties. I firmly believe if you carry
yourself in a professional and positive
manner, you will be respected. I don't
MOST UNIQUE SELECTIONS OF VIDEOS IN
feel I've made the wrong career
NORTH ALABAMA
decision."
Taylor doesn't rule out school in the
INCLUDING —
future, but first things being first, he
would like to concentrate on finding
employment after graduation.
The same holds true for Gernert.

9 CULT/CAMP
® FOREIGN
9 CLASSICS
9 NEW ARRIVALS

Huntsville** first college music club

DONT CARE
*?i natty a c a at place t* 6a*y *ut

Hours:

WEDNESDAY

PICTURE MADE WITH ADAM'S
HOUSE CAT

••••••• THURSDAY

WALK THE WEST

•

University Plaza

FRIDAY

HO HO MEN

SATURDAY

PRODUCERS

across from Circuit City

830-4370

MON.- THURS. 10:00AM - 9:00PM
FRI. - SAT. 10:00AM - 10:00PM
SUNDAY 12:00 NOON - 8:00PM

Located in the Village on Whitesburg
Shopping Center (Next to Mr. Gatti's)

883-7928
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editorials and letters

"The pen is mightier than the sword99

Rodriguez: Right or wrong?

—

"We are all only human—contrary to what some instructors believe, they are not perfect1
•)©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©
by

Cindy

Rodriguez -and

Exponent staff

©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©

The

What is STAFF? Is it an infection, because each quarter students find it eating
away at their schedules. Students can only pray that Dr. STAFF, or his
graduate replacement, is capable of conveying a course'sobjective well enough
so that they too may comprehend the course's important aspects. If not,
students can always pay the $15 drop/add fee, right? What's $15 to a student? If
that weren't bad enough, not only does a student have to worry about Dr.
Nameless Staff, but they also have to pray that the named instructor is very
capable of passing his knowledge on to them. After all, just as there are different
types of students, there are different types of instructors. One student may be
absolutely terrible at learning a certain subject, just as one professor may be
absolutely terrible at teaching a certain subject. We are all only humancontrary to what some instructors believe, they are not perfect. Some of them
may be unable to convey the subject matter dealing with the course they teach
Although they may be the nicest and smartest person in the world, they are not
equipped to bring their knowledge down to a student's level.
An example cited by one student to The Exponent involves that of a
graduate math instructor. "This person," the student said, "is a brilliant
mathematician, but has trouble conveying the meaning of his subject to his
students." What can students do when they are faced with this situation? They
may drop, if it's not too late; they may tough it out, and hope they pass; they may
try to decipher the material by themselves; they may ask for help from someone
who explains the material better; they may fail; and/or they may swear to
themselves never to take this particular instructor again.
Btit what of other students who are without the above knowledge? Unless
they are informed, they will have to go through the same difficulties. Obviously
then, students have the right to be informed about the quality of education for
which they are paying. But how can this be done? The Privacy Act prevents
them from attaining the Student Instructorial Evaluation (not that these results

are very good, because the form is sorely lacking valid questions). So what
happens? The SGA, after years of trying to publish SIE results, compiles the
infamous Sample Teacher Evaluation Opinion Survey.
This survey becomes a testimony to student, faculty and administrative
apathy; some instructors get grilled by students whose motives are highly
questionable, and the sample of opinion taken in the sample survey may be too
small to be statistically meaningful.
Only in retrospect can we say that SGA's survey could be much improved.
Hopefully next time, if there is a next time, more surveys will be made available,
along with some advertising and an explanation of what the surveys function is.
In fact, we hope they reconstruct the whole survey; many of the old survey's
questions are insulting to instructors and ambiguous. They also need to have
the results tabulated more quickly (not three quarters later), so they will be of
some use to students. What are all your legislators doing during office hours?
This would be an ideal project for them to undertake.
Why did The Exponent publish the survey with its high margin of error?
Because we had every right to publish it in the public's interest. It was a sample
public opinion poll that carried weight only to those who allowed it to do so.
Keep in mind that The Exponent did not conduct the survey, and by printing
its results, no libelous actions were intended.
But we do realize and agree that the faculty are the strength and prestige of a
university, for after we students are gone, only you remain to keep the
university's foundation upright.
We beseech you to help SGA with another survey or to help us get rid of the
Privacy Act restraing us from printing the SIRs. We beseech you to help us thaw
the university out of the Aoathv freezer. Students need to know you care, they
need to know you exist. Dr. Audeh is the only dean who has bothered to pick up
a pen. How many others will take up a pen to inform us of their existence?
Faculty, we need your guidance. If you have certain opinions let us know. If you
think we are sniveling brats, let us know. If you are sitting on a ton of tenure and
don't give a damn about anything, let us know.

J©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©*

"To the author...You're absolutely right. You are not an 'authority on German cuisine.'
This is in response to an article last
week which totally slaughtered 01'
Heidelberg, the German restaurant on
University Drive. To the author of the
article I can only say: You're absolutely
right. You are not "an authority on
German cuisine."
Maybe the cook was having a bad
day that day, or perhaps a few unlucky
entree selections were made on the
part of Ms. Brumley, but I can assure
you that the meal I had at 01'

Heidelberg 2 months ago was nothing
less than excellent. I don't claim to be
an authority on German grub either but
I've been to a few other German
restaurants, and OP Heidelberg
seemed to equal or better any of those.
I ordered a salad, with ...um...Italian
dressing I believe. But I don't recall it
being bitter or distasteful in any way. I
also had a bowl of vegetable soup,
which wasn't outstanding but it beat
Campbell's anyway. And with this they
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serve a delicious homemade bread, as
much as you want, no further
comment. For my main entree I
ordered my favorite German dish,
Werner Schnitzel (that's like a fried
porkburger for those of you who
wondered). It's quite good; you should
try it. After all that I didn't have room for
dessert but the German Chocolate and
Black Forest cakes I saw floating past
me looked pretty edible too.

yy

All in all I recommend the restaurant,
to those of you with hearty appetites.
Mind you, I'm not exactly a picky eater
myself, but I don't think myself capable
of eating "the meal from hell" as it has
been called. German food is in the
mouth of the beholder I guess.
J. Grace

"Or should we organize a new
honor society—NON-honor society
Letters to the Student Body, Faculty,
and Staff of UAH:

First, I must note that because I am a
member of the Judicial Review Board, I
have first hand confidential knowledge
of academic misconduct on this
campus. That information is
confidential and should and will remain
so.
My concern at this point is the
knowledge of academic misconduct
that I hear of throughout our hallowed
halls...I truly believe the halls are
hallow. Ifrese reports appear to be
more prevelant this year than any of the
five years I have been a student.
One item that disturbs me the most is
that when a student reports an incident
of cheating to a professor, the student is
asked to point the finger and name
names. Why do faculty members leave
the room while students are taking a
test? Why can't faculty compare test
answers in order to prove dishonesty
rather than place the onus on the
student who is diligently adhering to
ethical morals of honest work. Why do
we hear over and over again,
"Everybody does it, what do you expect
me to do about it?"

Note to the anonymous letter writer
referred to in an article in the last
Exponent: You probably witnessed the
same bravado that I have been hearing
and dared not "point the finger of guilt."
I know of students who lied on
application forms because they named
a club that I and many others have
worked long and hard in to prepare for
competitions. It really hurts to see
people claim membership in an
organization that has such a good
reputation, and not even know who the
people are when questioned as to their
membership.
We have all got to turn this around.
OR should we organize a new honor
society - NON-honor society. Your
status in this group will be determined
by the number of tests one can cheat on
-brag- and get away with it: How many
lies can we tell on applications tor
legitimate honor societies?
Needless to say, I am writing this
after hearing of an incident that "broke
the camel's back" and am quite
disturbed about it.
Thanks for hearing me out,
Irene Willhite
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¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥Space development: Solves problems on Ea
...innovation and technology are the two most
important factors in economic growth.
by Bill Carswell
columnist
'
I ran across an article in a recent issue of "Science"
that I would like to share with you in an attempt to
justify space development now instead of "after we
solve the problems here on Earth."
According to the article, the 1987 Nobel Prize in
Economics was awarded to Dr. Robert Solow for his
theory that innovation and technology are the two
most important factors in economic growth. His work
supplants the theory that capital investment and a
growing workforce are primarily responsible for
economic growth.
Now, before you go scoffing at such a far-out notion
that is nice to say but how can they ever prove it, let
me give you some important background. The Nobel
committee that awarded him the Prize did so on the
basis of two papers he published, the first in 1956 and
the second in 1957. The 1956 paper contained his
general theory on how economics grow, the 1957
paper a means of testing the theory. It is the second

paper that we should take careful note of. His test was
not a Harris poll or a survey of "qualified individuals."
His test was a 30 year plan by which the inputs to
economic growth could be broken down and
examined.
Now notice the time-frame. Economists have been
testing his plan for 30 years (1957-1987) and have
come to the conclusion that, yes, economic growth is
indeed dependent on innovation and technology more
that it is on capital investment and growth in the work
force.
Returning to the original point, justification of
investment in the space program, I think it is a given
that without economic growth the problems on Earth
will not be solved and will probably even grow worse.
Unemployment will not be eliminated, hunger will
persist, and civil liberties will be threatened.
We must stimulate innovation and drive
technological limits to solve the problems on Earth,
and one of the best drivers of innovation and
technology in the civilian sector of the United States is

the space program. The mentality that would stymie
the space program and other technological programs
would unwittingly end up crippling our society on
Earth rather than solving our problems.
One need, besides money, for fostering innovation
and technology is the need for an effective educational
system. Thus, I firmly believe that we need to pay
teachers what they are worth and provide as much
quality education as possible to those who want it and
are willing to work for it.
Anyone who is interested in finding out more about
Robert Solow should read "Conversations with
Economists" by Arjo Klamer. I haven't read it myself,
but it comes with good recommendation.
With that out of the way, I would like to comment on
Cindy Rodriguez' recent editorial. She's right. What
happened to our study day? I hope John Ortiz will do
something about this if he can. This is one area where
the SGA has the opportunity to do the entire student
body a service with no favorites shown.

"The good news is that, year after year, more people are surviving cancer.
To the editor:
For years I have worked on the front
lines of the battle against cancer. I have
been close to those who suffered from
cancer and those who sought to cure
them. Now, as the American Cancer
Society marks its 75th Anniversary, I
can tell you unequivocably that there is
good news and there is bad news. The
good news is that, year after year, more
people are surviving cancer. And we
are moving closer to astonishing new
discoveries about how to treat and cure
cancer. The progress that has been
made in the past decade alone is
exhilarating. By studying the human
cell, viruses, genetics and the immune
system, scientists and researchers
believe they will find ways to help the
body "turn off' cancer. They are
learning about how cancer works and
what causes it.
But even with these new advances,
one thing has not changed in all our 75
years, and that is: early detection is
essential in order to treat and survive
from cancer. And the bad news is that
some people still don't know how they
can protect themselves and avoid

>y

cancer! So now, the American Cancer year - but that they could have been a willingness to take an active role in the
Society urges Americans to join us by saved if they had only been diagnosed fight for the survival of our community.
I have seen people fight against
taking that vital first step: letting go of earlier to receive more prompt
the fear of cancer. Because when treatment. In other words, the tools for tremendous odds and win. I have seen
people are not afraid to look, they will survival were there, but they weren't people who, though not cancer patients
themselves, were moved to "do
used.
find answers...and hope.
Dr. Charles Cameron, a pioneer for something" to advance the fight.
Back in the early 1900s, the
American Cancer Society was formed the American Cancer society, Business executives, teachers, clergy,
precisely because fear of cancer had observed that cancer is a unique housewives and many others who
prevented Americans from even daring disease because "in no other (killing weren't "trained" for the fight,
to hope that one could survive the disease) does the patient bear so large a nonetheless have spotted an
disease. It took the courage of a few share of responsibilty for recognizing opportunity to help and they have
brave doctors and laypeople to break the first subtle symptons". Recognizing answered that call. They get involved
the conspiracy of silence and learn the symptons means not being afraid to because they can. It's that simple. And
more about what to do about cancer. look and to ask for help, it means the result is a triumph over the
Today, America is older and wiser. learning about what may put you at pessimism and gloom - a victory that
Still, there are those who presist in the risk; your age, your lifestyle habits, your comes from taking the next step, being
old "head in the sand" approach, which family history, your work enviroment, the next link in the chain so that
prevents even the most intelligent your diet. It means regularly examining progress can continue.
I urge your readers not to wait to
Americans from making wise choices your own body for the first signs of
and observations. It's the "if I don't cancer. For women, it means keeping become one of those who are willing to
think about it then it won't happen to abreast of when you had your last pap take an active role in the banishment of
me" syndrome. But the truth is, cancer test or mammogram. For people over cancer from our lives, the lives of those
is going to strike three out of four 50, it means learning about procto we love and the lives of our neighbors.
American families unless they take examinations as part of your regular The American Cancer Society is here
physical. For teenagers, it means to provide information, advice and help.
steps to protect themselves.
Come join us...and finish the fight!
The American Cancer Society avoiding the bad habits that can lead to
Sincerely, Michael J. Norgard, M.D
estimates that nationally over 483,000 cancer-smoking and drinking. For all
people who have cancer will die this concerned Americans, it means having

"The recent 'debate' between Ms. Brumley and Mr. Ahmed has been informative..."
life. Clearly there are limits (social, thier own lives to the same extent that
To the Editor:
The recent "debate" between Ms. political, economic etc.) as to how far men do.
This entails, at minimum, equal
Brumley and Mr. Ahmed has been one can go; and this individualistic
informative and has raised some concept of freedom has had its ups and oppurtumities and access to education,
interesting questions. I am especially downs even in the relatively permissive employment and choices of lifestyle.
puzzled over sevei al points made in Mr. atmosphere of modern Western Aside from allowing Ms. Brumley the
Ahmed's most rec it letter of May 18. society. If I understand Ms. Brumley freedom to write one too many bad
For example, he a* vnpts to justify the and most middle of the road feminists restaurant reviews, I fail to see how this
practice of polygamy with the example correctly, what is argued for is the right threatens the "moral" fiber of any
of an infertile but devoted wife who's of women to choose how they willorder modern civilization. I would point out,
husband desires to have children. Mr.
Ahmed leaves no clue as to what a
fertile wife would do in the case of an
infertile husband. Islam, as I
right, all "fives". I know that I can teach
understand, severly restricts divorce Dear Editor
I am so terribly disappointed in the labs very well, and I really do love
for women and certainly prohibits a
woman from taking more than one SGA for their teaching evaluation results' teaching, but I guess that I need to finish
because my name was not even listed up my Master's thesis and the less lab
husband.
Furthermore, Mr. Ahmed engages in for fall term in 1987. (Does this mean reports there are the more time there is
to do work on my research.
a somewhat specious argument that I really did not teach that quarter
Also, I ask, I beg, I beseech those few
involing the word "freedom". This is a and that it was all just my imagination?)
There
is
nothing
like
an
overwhelming
students
of mine out there who might
much overused word, which has come
to mean almost all things to all people. I set of responses like this to inspire not like my class (if there are any such
people) to go ahead and fill in all "fives"
would substitute the word "liberty" or confidence in the SGA's pet project.
Actually,
I
was
hoping
for
some
really
next
time to make me look really bad.
"tolerance" in its place. The idea being
that one ought to have as few poor scores. If'one" is the best rating (Maybe they could even throw In a
restrictions placed on him or her as and "five" is the worst, I would definitely couple of "fours" to make the
possible, and the widest latitude in like the SGA to put me down for ALL evaluation seem more legitimate!)
choosing how one should order one's FIVES on the next evaluation. That's However, if a student really liked me as

in conclusion, that no society has yet
moved toward modernity without an
attempt at the emancipation of women
from traditional roles (vitness the
change in women's status in the U.S.A.,
China etc. during the 20th century).
Sincerely,
Joseph P. Foy

"I am... disappointed in the SGA for their teaching evaluation...

9}

a lab instructor, for heaven's sake just
keep quiet about it! We don't want
anyone to know the truth, now do we?
Now maybe nobody would want to take
me for lab or class ever again. Boy I wish
our SGA had thought of this sooner -this is great!
Humorously yours,
Scott L. Bridge
Graduate Teaching Assistant
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"...Mr. Ahmed...does not seem to understand the concept of women as equal...
To the editor:
On the issue of Islam and women, I
think if anyone is confused it is certainly
Mr. Ahmed who does not seem to
understand the concept of women as
equal human beings with the same
privileges, rights, and duties as all other
human beings on Earth. This is a very
simple concept that I am going to
explain again. It means that whatever
opportunities are available to men must
also be available to women and vice
versa. I mean that whatever restrictions
that exist for women must also be
binding for men and vice versa.
The first claim of Mr. Ahmed in his
third essay on the issue of Islam and
women is that I said Muslim women
could not vote. This is incorrect. The
statement made was that women,
mostly Arab women, in countries
controlled by Muslims with the Islamic
religion, often as a basis for civil law
cannot vote. This occurs in two forms,
directly and indirectly. In a very direct
form, the women of Bangladesh cannot
vote for the fifteen women officials in
Parliament that their constitution
guarantees. These reserved seats are
for women elected by the other
members of Bangladesh's Parliament.
Because of the automatic seats in the
legislature, political parties tend not
nominate women for the general seats
though women are eligible to hold these
positions. Two women have tried to run
independently and not succeeded.
What ever political power that originally
existed is subdued by a system that
does not support a woman's right to be
free of male authority. The general
seats of the Parliament are controlled
by men and if a women wants election
to the reserved seats, she would have to
meet male approval (From "Women in
Bangladesh" by Rounaq Jahan,
Women Cross Culturally: Change and
Challenge). Indirectly, other laws and
the traditional patterns of Arab life
prevent women from voting. The ability
to vote becomes very difficult to
enforce in societies where the behavior
of women (movement outside the
family home) is limited, and very little is
done constructively by civil
governments to protect women alone.
The current Iranian government uses
this means to curtail the political
behavior of women. Dr. Nawal El.
Saadawi's book The Hidden Face of
Eve gives a very good analysis of how
this works in Egypt.
While we are on the subject of things
that are not mentioned in essays, since
Mr. Ahmed would like to claim an error
on my part, Mr. Ahmed fails to mention
many sexually discrimination Muslim
laws in his original essay where he
claims women are given equal rights in
Islam. Inheritance laws are unfair. They
discriminate against a daughter by
giving her only half the inheritance her
brothers are given. Under Islamic law, a
woman's testimony in any legal
proceeding is worth half that of a man's
(pg. 12, An Ambassador's Wife in Iran
by Cynthia Helms). This rule is one of
the reasons women are often barred
from becoming judges in Eygpt (The
Hidden Face of Eve).
On the matter of divorce, in the Arab
world there is not an issue of which
countries discriminate against women
in regards to divorce because all do.
Islamic law forms the basic reason for
this. A man may divorce his wife by
simply repeating the statement, "I
divorce you" three times before her. A
women does not have this option. In
Syria, for example, religious law has
become legal fact a women cannot
oppose the divorce nor can she divorce
similarly. The husband must pay a
financial compensation, but this is not
the same as equality in the matter

(Syria by Tabitha Petran, nations of the
Modern World Series). The current
Iranian government has repelled the
Family Protection Laws established
under more secular leadership that
gave women the right to sue for a
divorce on the same grounds as men
('Veil of Fears" by Haleh E. Bakhash.
New Republic Magazine).
Aside from legal divorce restrictions,
the greatest difficulty faced by Arab
women in regard to divorce is
economic. Arab women are strictly
limited in their opportunities in the
work force. One of the more extreme
examples is.Saudi Arabia. Less than
two percent of the women work outside
their families. These are upper middle
class women who have been fortunate
enough to receive some education. The
majority of them work in environments
almost entirely female, such as
maternity clinics, girls' schools, and
social agencies serving women (Saudi
Arabia: a country study; coauthors
R.F. Nyrop, B.L. Benderly, L.N.
Carter, D.R. Eglin, and R.A. Kirchner).
A job means much more to a person
them merely money. It is a measure of
self-esteem.
I suggested Islam should be reformed
because ethically it must be. It is unfair
to discriminate against a person or
group because of characteristics such a
gender. Our souls are till the same.
Islam has continually focused on a
woman's responsibility in the
socialization of children. This must be
recognized as an equal duty of the
father is better in deeding with children
than the mother, it would seem
inhumane not to allow him to be the
person primarily in charge of childcare
while the mother works outside the
family to support everyone. Obviously
matters such as inheritance laws,
divorce laws, and the validity of legal
testimony must be corrected before
Islam can claim equal respect and
treatment of women.
Perhaps what I am angered the most
by in Islamic law, religious practices and
customs, and in the application of Islam
in many countries is that in over a
millennium few religious leaders have
challenged the discrimination because
it still exists in medieval form
unchanged. Islamic leaders and devote
Muslims should not by omission of
action or worse direct action support
brutality toward women.
In the sixth paragraph of Mr.
Ahmed's last essay, he discusses the
idea that when Christians participate in
certain crimes considered immoral by
most standards this should not reflect
upon the entire religion. I think he is
probably referring to the small minority
of Muslims who retain polygamy and
trying to infer that a similar situation
occurs over this issue. However, ther is
a very clear difference. To my
knowledge most Christian groups do
not approve of murder, rape, adultery,
drug abuse, or child abuse. Polygamy is
allowed by sacred teachings of Islam.
The continual attacks on Dr. El.
Saadawi's authority to write on the
subject of Islam's impact on women are
becoming tedious. I will explain again a
few facts about El. Saadawi. She is a
Muslim women bom in Egypt and
raised and educated in that country.
Her qualifications to address this
matter are probably higher than either
of ours. I was most impressed by her
generosity to her religion since it had
been so instrumented in many of her
tortures. Dr. El Saadawi's book The
Hidden Face of Eve is very determined
to reform Islam and preserve the
constructive values. I cannot say I
would have such a positive attitude
after undergoing experiences similar to
hers.

Mr. Ahmed's attempt to justify
polygamy was unbelievable in moral
depravity. Perhaps, I have lead too
sheltered a life, but I have heard few
things as vile and inhumane as his
proposal for why a woman should
accept polygamy. A man that would
consider discarding his wife in favor of
sexual relations with another woman
because his wife cannot have children
does not love her or respect her or care
about her feelings in any way or form. I
will borrow a quote form a common
form of marriage ceremony in this
culture, "for better or for worse, in
sickness and in health, forsaking all
other." Any woman would divorce
immediately out of respect for herself.
Also, if Mr. Ahmed believes a man
should have the right to more than one
wife if a first wife is infertile, is he willing
to be fair in the matter and allow a wife
who is married to an infertile husband
to have other husbands? On a more
reasonable level I might suggest a
couple unable to have children has one
very easy, very loving solution which I
should hope most people would

support highly. They can raise any of
the millions of children in the world that
lack parents. Surely the lack of shared
blood does not prevent the sharing of
love? As a personal sidenote, I would
like to include that in the hypothetical
situation presented I would not have
any problem relating to my husband
over such a matter. My problem would
be finding a good defense lawyer to get
me cleared of charges of first degree
murder.
Apparently Mr. Ahmed still does not
understand the idea of accepting a
woman's physical presence as another
human being. Dressing in the seminude or dressing completely covered
from head to toe are simply not relevant
to her respect. Respect is not caring
about such insignificant things as how
someone is dressed. Also, I do not find
anything immoral about the nude
human body. It is how we are created
by God. Again I will restate a previous
point. If a woman is bound by a law to
cover her body then a man should be
under equal obiligation.
Tamatha Annette Brumley

1 would like to respond to two pieces in
the most recent Exponent."
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to two pieces
in the most recent Exponent.
To be blunt, your restaurant
reporter, such as she is, needs an
education in taste. OF Heidelberg is one
of the best restaurants in town, perhaps
the best, as its continuing success
indicates. My wife and I have been there
numerous times, with guests, and no
one has ever had a bad meal. I would
suggest that Ms. Brumley confine her
reporting to other subjects.
As for the SG A teacher evaluations, I
would suggest to Mr. Oritz that he learn
some statistics before publishing
another survey. The validity of such a

Dirty
Laundry

survey depends strongly on having a
valid sample for each professor, and a
sample size of just 2 or 3 isn't large
enough to be valid. It is important in
reading such a survey to know the
sample size; next time, they should
publish the number of students
responding for each professor. Finally,
a number of other schools publish this
kind of faculty survey, and I would
suggest to SGA that they contact their
couterparts at these other schools for
advice.
James F. Epperson
Assistant Professor
Mathematics

Stagnation threatens
all universities

by Ed Ditto
intern staff reporter
One of the disadvantages of
attending an overly conservative
university is that a student often feels
compelled to fight the very same
establishment he or she is trying to join.
This leads many people to think that the
personal risk of trying to make a change
is too high; and therefore a university
can become stagnant.
After attending UAH and living in
campus housing for three quarters, I
feel qualified to make the following
observations:
1) UAH housing policies are
sometimes inept at best and need a lot
of upgrading
2) Some of the UAH campus police
overabuse their authority
3) The UAH administration is not
without its share of boo-boos
4) Students of UAH are not overly
energetic about striving for
improvements at this university.
Cindy Rodriguez has the right idea in
her editorial of May 18. A professor at
this university once told me that if
enough people marched to the
president's office, university personnel
would fall over backwards in their
attempts to accomodate students'
demands.
BUT-1968 lies twenty years in the

past. That's too bad. A bit of radical
thought would do this university much
good. Millie Anglin (director of housing)
might find that every apartment on
campus had suddenly requested a
party permit, and every owner of a car
had requested a loading zone permit.
Chief "Bud" Nayman (head of campus
police) might find that his officers were
so swamped with students
complementing them on their excellent
work that they had no time to actually
get any done. President Padulo might
come in one morning and discover a
delegation of a hundred and fifty
students sitting in his office.
But if people refuse to get involved,
nothing would happen. In nine months
of university life, I have yet to hear of the
existence of a student union. Does one
exist? If so, where has it been?
I am a freshman here at UAH, and if I
have had such a grim nine months,
where are the seniors who have had a
grim four years? This newspaper, such
as it may be, is at the present the only
risk-free weapon that I know of. Write
to this paper in care of Ed Ditto, and
hang out some of the university's "dirty
laundry." The one thing that this
university absolutely cannot tolerate is
embarrassment. Freedom of the press
is one right that UAH cannot remove.
For God's sake, use it!
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Classified
Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228.
Office Hours: £-5, Mon-Sat
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

BORROW $100-$100,000! Instant
reply!
Rush stamped addressed
envelope: Service, 804 Old Thorsby
Road, Clanton, Alabama 35045-2459

•CLASSIFIED ADS*
$3.00
30 words or less
HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite 222
Norman, OK 73069.

TERM PAPERS
Reports & Resumes professionally typed
using word processing methods
Special Student Discount! All work
gauranteed. CALL: TECHNI-TYPE 8810503.

PREGNANT
Nuclear Engineer Training
Graduate level Nuclear Engineer training
is now being offered to exceptional
college graduates and students with
backgrounds in Math, Physics,
Chemistry and Engineering. Training
leads to positions in such areas as
nuclear reactor operations and
maintance, research and instruction. A
good pay, benefits, guaranteed
advancement bonuses. Scholarship
programs available for college Jr. & Sr.
For more information call: Naval
Management Programs 1-800-251-2516
Outside Tenn. OR 1-800-342-8629 In
Tenn.

NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

533-3526

FRAUD AND FALSEHOOD IN THE
HOLOCAUST STORY? Where? How
much? Why? For free information call or
write: Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust (CODOH), P.O. Box 931089,
Los Angeles, CA 90093, c/o Bradley
Smith. Tel: 213-465-8645.
Government Homes from $1.00 (U
repair). Foreclosures, Repos & Tax
Deliquent Property. Call (Refundable)
1-518-459-3734 for your Directory.
24HRS.

STUDENTS & GRADUATES:
Tired of crowded living? Now renting
apartments at affordable prices.
Apartments furnished or unfurnished,
with all appliances, including washer and
dryer. UAH Students, FREE extented
cable and $100.00 off first rent. Call 8814355.

King Crossword
ACROSS
32. Province
7. Constel
1- Thin,
(Un. So.
lation
transparent
Afr.)
8. Narrow
fabric
35. Warp-yarn
band of color
6. A dance step 36. Finishes
9. Walking
9. Metal
38. Iron (sym.)
sticks
10. Branch of
39. Behold!
11. Remains
learning
40. Friar's title 16. Painful
12. Hail!
41. Couch
spots
13. Perform
43. Wing18. Not
14. Wagon
shaped
coastal
15. Headland
45. Norse god
22. Plague
17. Perish
47. Turf
23. Begone!
19. God of
48. Certain
25. Native
waters
49. Oil of rose
of Arabia
(Babyl.)
petals (pi.) 27. Accumu
20. Erbium
51. Perched
late
(sym.)
52. Lord (Scot.) 30. Rose-red
21. Not closed DOWN
variety,
23. Speak
of spinel
1. Rule
24. Trap
2. Simians
26. Needs
3. Out of bed
28. Thing
Crossword
4. Letter Z
(Law)
(Eng.)
on page
29. Wine
5. Eat away
receptacle 6. Walk back
30. Brag
and forth
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P A N C A K E S Y R U P H

B—Bagels, Biscuits; C—Cream; E—Eggs, Eat; F—Figs,
Flapjacks, Fry; G—Grape, Grapefruit, Griddlecakes, Grits;
H—Hashbrowns, Hotcakes; J—James, Juices;
M—Marmalade, Muffins; O—Oatmeal; P—Pancakes,
Potatoes, Prunes; R—Roll; S—Sausage, Sugar, Syrup;
T—Tea, Toast; W—Waffles, Wheatgerm

Interested in a New Nissan?
Please call Charles Malmede
UAH Representative at 837-5752
RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, Airlines
& Amusement Parks NOW accepting
applications for summer jobs,
internships and career positions. For
information & application; write National
Collegiate Recreation, P.O. Box 8074
Hilton Head Island, SC 29938.

A Few spare Hours? Receive/forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hard you pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ
85731.

Solutions

NEED MONEY? When Banks Stop...
We Start... No credit checks, collateral
or co-signers. For application write:
Global, Box 112, Verbena, Alabama
36091-0112. Enclose envelope.

One

HINT: Breakfast (6 letters)
I

ATTENTION GRADUATING
SENIORS

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

MagicMaze

F

THE SIMMONS COMPANY
1570 Hudson Ave., San Fran., CA
94124

Hiring Today! Top Pay!'Work at
Home. No experience needed. Write
Cottage Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins.
Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

10

P

Commission Circular Mailers:
Guaranteed 95% Commission from our
circulars. Send $2.00 for any amount
and SASE for Opportunity Offers.

PART TIME - HOME MAILING
PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped envelope.
WEST, Box 5877, Hillside, NJ 07205.

31. An attic
weight
33. To be
able to
meet the
expense of
34. Guides
37. Of ships
of war
40. Worry
42. Eskers
44. Macaw
(Braz.)
46. Greek letter
50. Note of

PLAY: (by VcMarlte) Read tfw tot of words. Look at th« puzzle. Youl find thes« words
in al directions - horizontal verbcatty. diagonally. backwards. Draw a arete around
each tetter ot a word found in the puzzte. than strike it off the 1st. Circling it wil show a
tetter haa been used but wi> save it vtwbte should it also form part of another word. Find
the big words first. When tetters of all listed words are circled, youl have the given
number of tetters left over. Theyl sped out the answer.

Wanted: Two Hard Working, honest
workers, Flexible hours. Apply at
Subway Sandwiches, 2900 F Triana
Blvd. Crossroads Center, 533-9799. Ask
for the manager.

ACROSS
I Easily in
fluenced
7 Con
9 Abstract
painting
style
10 One to
shun
11 Marshy
terrain
13 He's Jose
Jiminez
14 Gravy
server
16 NYC arena
initials
17 Ruhr met
ropolis
19 Mrs. John
Dean's
book
20 Recoveryof-goods
writ
22 Pick
DOWN
1 Sitting
Bull's
calves?
2 Three XVUs
3 Not up to it
4 "And not —
little
dancer'

5 Hyderabad
sovereign
6 Send
7 Wholesale
dealer
8 St. George's
foe
12 Quebec
peninsula

•

2

3

15 Apple
shooter
of legend
18 Wedding an
nouncement
word
21 GIs' 1960s
foe: abbr.
4

5
6

9
12

11
14

••
•

•

18

17

19

20

1

22

21

J

Attention Greeks
National Greek Week Vacation
Promoters Wanted. EARN HIGH
COMMISSIONS, FREE CARRIBBEAN
VACATIONS AND AIRLINE
TICKETS! Meet people and gain
recognition on your campus as a
National Greek Week Promoter. Call toll
free 1-800-525-1638 and ask for
Entertainment Tours.

VISA OBTAINED EASILY! Been
Turned Down? Bankrupt? No Credit?
No Problem! Write Immediately for
Details! Credit-Ql, Box 297, Mount
Olive, Alabama 35117.
Enclose
envelope!
Attention College Grads or soon to be...
Toyota is offering no down payment to
any college grad with job placement.
This offer is available for any car Toyota
makes. Call Jay at 536-0507 for more
information.
Professional Desk Top Publishing and
Word-Processing at an affordable price.
We prepare Resumes, Cover Letters,
Papers, Theses, Dissertations, and
Flyers. We can print your WordStar and
WordPerfect files on our LaserJet
printer.
Call 881-7144 for pricing
information.

i
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campus events
and announcements
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•The American Poetry Association sponsors poetry contestThe American roetry Association is
sponsoring a new poetry contest that
awards $10,000 worth of prizes to
undiscovered poets. The Grand Prize
winner gets $1,000 and 150 other
winning poets will receive cash,
certificate, and book awards. The
deadline for entry is June 30. Entry is
free.
Interested poets may send up to five
poems of no more than 20 lines each,
with name and address on each page to
American Poetry Association, Dept.
CN-57, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O. Box
1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1803.
Poems mailed by June 30 are eligible to
win, and prizes will be awarded by
August 31. Another contest begins July
1, ends December 31, with prizes
awarded by February 28.
Poems are judged on originality and

Poetry Association has sponsored 25
contests and awarded over $87,000 in
prizes to more than 2,4000 winning

sincerity, and every poem is also
considered for publication.
In the last six years, the American

Dr. Joseph D. Fehribach
lectures on Mathematics

Mary Peck
gives senior
violin recital
A senior violin recital will be given by
Mary Peck Wednesday, June 1, at 8:15
p.m. in the Francis C. Roberts Recital
Hall.
The program will feature music of
Paganini for violin and classical guitar, a
Mozart violin concerto, and a
twentieth-century sonata for violin and
piano. The guitarist will be Mark
Torstenson and the piano accompanist
will be Marilyn Dobson.

poets,

Dr. Joseph D. Fehribach, professor
of the UAH department of
mathematics, will present a lecture on
May 27, from 3:30-4:30 p.m., in the

Research Institute E-8. The lecture is
entitled "Analysis of Mathematical
Models for Two Solution Crystal
Growth Problems."

National Space Society
presents panel discussion
The Huntsville Alabama L-5 Society,
a chapter of the National Space
Society, presents a panel discussion,
"Fate of the Space Station."

It will take place Wednesday, May 25
at 8 p.m., at the Huntsville Public
Library Auditorium. Admission is free
and the public is invited to attend.

Kappa Alpha Psi

Graduating Seniors!
This may be your last chance
to save tip to 40% on the
IBM Personal System/2.

Since the Fall of 1980, the brothers of
the Kappa Alph Psi colony have
achieved many thing, both individually
and colletively. We feel however, that
we have not achieved all that we are
capable of. The Gamma Phi colony is
serious about insuring its leadership
capability for today, as well as
tomorrow.
However, a delicate balance is also
sought to insure the social aspects of its
members, as well as the black
community. If you are interesed in
joining our organization, please contact
the following members:
Paul Seal at 859-4149,
Curtis Lanier at 859-2715 (H), or
Lawrence Wilson at 533-4848.

Delta Chi

Presenting the IBM Personal System/2® iamilv:
a full range of high performance, advanced design
computers. From the new Model 25 to the powerful
Model 80, IBM has the Personal System/2 that's just
right for you.

Save up to

40%

Time is running out. Graduating seniors can still quality to purchase an IBM PS/2 at
substantial savings. You can save up to 40% on most PS/2 models and accessories.
So if you want an off-campus advantage as you enter the post-graduate business and
professional world, consider the IBM Personal System/2. You'll be getting IBM quality at
a truly affordable price.
To order yours, contact:

The University Bookstore
University Center

895-6600

Offer limited to qualified students, faults and staff of UniverxHv of MaiMlma.
Personal System/2and PS/2 an- registered trademarksof IBM (orp.

The Delta Chi Fraternity would like
to remind everyone that we are holding'
second annual ANIMAL HOUSE
^ARTY May 27, at the Knights ofj
Columbus Hall. The party will start at
kOO with the "Young Churchills.'
Come out and celebrate before
entering the long and tedious process of
inals.

Alpha Tau Omega
The Theta Pi Chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega would like to congratulate
brother Steve McNeal. After being the
Chapter's nominee for ATO's
prestigious Thomas Arkle Clark
Award, McNeal, who is a senior in
electrical engineering, is now the
Province XXXIV nominee for the Clark
Award. The Thomas Arkle Clark
Award is presented annually to one
graduating ATO who best demon
strates the hig".. standards of the
Fraternity and campus/community
leadership and service, scholastic
excellence and personal character.
ATO would like to congratulate its
intramural teams. After beating the
Dolphins 17-16, the ATO softball team
lost to The Beach in the second round
of the tournament. After winning its
division championship the ATO Suds
lost to The Champs. In volleyball ATO
also won their division championship,
although they lost to the Gups, and the
Taus lost to The Team.
Alpha Tau Omega would like to j
congratulate Brother Brian Clemons
who has coached four of ATO's eight
intramund^^
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Good music meets with unenthusiastic
by Pat Newcomb
features reporter
Everyone taking elephant rides or
feasting on the rather unusual food
(rattlesnake, octopus, etc.) offered
during Springfest '88 last Thursday
were treated to some great music.
Caroline Aiken played to a largely
unattentive crowd, as did Aileen and
Elkin Thomas, a couple that plays
contemporary and original music with a
folk music flair.
Aiken started the performance off
with some familiar Beatles music, but
focused mainly on original work from
her recently released album entitled
"Line of Vision." Her new album is
being played at radio stations in the
Atlanta area.
Aiken's performance clearly
demonstrated her talent on both the
piano and the guitar. Aiken has an
appealing husky quality to her voice,
and sang everything from ballads to the

blues. The lyrics of ther songs have a
very philosophical touch to them. "I've
gotten a lot more introspective as I've
gotten older," said Aiken.
Although there was certainly a lack of
audience appreciation or even
audience participation at Thursday's
event, Aiken asid she really likes to
reach people through colleges.
Aiken has a varied background in the
music business, recently opening for
Bonnie Raitt at Center Stage. She has
played in various areas, including
Switzerland and Paris among other
places, Aiken said.
Aiken lives in Atlanta with her twoyear-old daughter, and plays in many of
the Atlanta nightspots. She has also
played her in Huntsville at the Dlivery
Stable and Kaffeeklatsch.
Anyone interested in obtaining
Aiken's album, distributed nationally by
Important Records, can probably order
it through a local record store, or can
write:

Caroline Aiken
18 years. They travel together, along
Glutton For Punishment
with their dog Katie, in a bus they call
P.O. Box 468
the "Prairie Eagle." Ms. Thomas
Buford, Ga. 30518
estimates that they are on the road
The Thomas' offered up a different seven months of the year. Living,
sort of music than Aiken. Ms. Thomas working and traveling together comes
said she felt uncomfortable with the easy for them, and "we're good
label of folksinger because that is a term friends," said Ms. Thomas.
that is often misunderstood. For one
Getting their music out to people is
thing, Ms. Thomas said that their music what motivates the Thomas'. Even in a
is "apolitical," being more about their less than ideal situation such as
own "personal growth and change." Thursday, Ms. Thomas said that if
Their music is philosophical, and "we someone passes by and hears the
feel world peace begins with inner music, "and feels better for the rest of
peace," Ms. Thomas said.
the day for having heard it, that makes it
The Thomas' sang mainly original all worth doing."
music from their various albums. Mr.
Through their music is not
Thomas' voice had a Willie Nelson mainstream, exposing people to
quality, and harmonized beautifully something that is "sweet, meaningful
with his wife. Ms. Thomas has a lovely, and real," enables them to put up with
clear, resonant voice.
playing in a situation where there are
"I have always considered my voice many distractions according to Ms.
as a gift," said Ms. Thomas, "I've always Thomas.
sung."
The Thomas' have been together for

Dessert Theater succeeds with high-calorie fun
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor
One of the highlights of this year's Springfest had to have been lasT Friday's
Dessert Theater. When the evening was over, the good-sized crowd left the UC
stuffed to the gills with good dessert and great comedy.
First up was an impressive array of all-you-can-eat desserts. Included in the
caloric extravagance were four kinds of ice cream, yogurt, cheesecake with
toppings, chocolate eclair, chocolate cake, velvet cake and, get this, Diet Pepsi.
Save for dryish eclairs, the quality of the desserts was excellent.
After 30 minutes of sustained sugar-tripping, the audience was more than
ready for the first act, as indicated by their reaction to Cabaret Director Don
"You Make Me Sick" Watson doing the sound check.
The first act was Wayne Federman, a Los Angeles comic, improvisationalist
and ukelele impresario. He immediately kept alive the rule of thumb that one
should never arrive late to a comedy act. After ribbing "that pillar of journalism
The Exponent" and discussing subjects ranging from his role in a Suzuki
Samurai commercial to his girlfriend Judy, who works at Time Magazine ("She
even has an 800 number"), he brought out The Uke.
Being possibly the only electric ukulele act in the world, Federman kicked his
show into overdrive for the finale. He started with a tribute to folk singers,
"because they're shallow and I hate them." He then pulled a credible rendition of
"Stairway to Heaven," with lyrics borrowed from the "Brady Bunch" theme.
After some hilarious jabs at Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix and Iron Butterfly, he

concluded with a "uked-up" rendition of Led Zeppelin's raunch-rock "Black
Dog" and his impersonation of Keith Richards of Rolling Stones fame.
_ The audience had calmed considerably between the acts, but the team of
Electric Zoot Suit picked up where the sugar had left off. Their brand of sketch
comedy was fast, furious and funny.
As a team, Paul Orwick and Walter Coppage created some wonderfully
funny situations, particularly in the three-foot-tall creation of Slappy Putnic, oldr
timer comic from Vaudevillian days. A Putnic one-liner: "I take my wife
everywhere...but she keeps finding her way back."
Their other skits included a tribute to old gangster films, complete with
whirling newspaper headlines; an audience participation Shakespeare play,
"MacBreath;" and a showstopper tribute to radio serials. The tribute included
Black Man, the Colored Crusader, and Robin, White Boy Wonder, who battle
their arch-rival Redneck, in the name of Truth, Justice and Rhythm. The radio
sketch proved to be a grandly silly excursion, made even funnier by the frantic
pacing and precision timing of the Zoot Suit team. Overall, the EZS brand of
comedy was hip and fast enough to be enjoyed byeven the most cynical college
students, yet dorky enough to provoke gut laughter in everyone.
In all, Dessert Theater can be considered an unqualified success, thanks to
good food, excellent entertainment and an enthusiastic, if not sugar-crazed,
audience. Special thanks should go to Don Watson, who made Dessert Theater
possible, and University Food Services for supplying ample and excellent
desserts.

Josef Dress takes first
in Acting Competition
by James E. Spain
nevus reporter
Five UAH students got a chance to
display their talents Saturday, May 21,
at the Springfest Acting Competition.
The contestants were asked to do an
exercise, an improvisation and a
prepared monologue.
In the excercise, each participant
was asked to place a bag over his head
and display various emotions. For the
improvisation, the contestants were
given a situation and created their own
characterization for it. Prepared
monologues ranged from traditional,
such as "The Glass Menagerie" by
Tennessee Williams, to the original.
Third prize, a free haircut from
Castner Knott and two movie passes,

went to James Smith, who wrote his
own monologue.
Tim Cobb, a newcomer to acting,
received second prize, a $25 Castner
Knott gift certificate and four movie
passes, with his monologue from the
movie "Dracula."
First place went to Josef Dress. For
his performance, he received $50, a
pound of Godiva chocolates from
Castner Knott and six movie passes.
"I'm excited and proud to be
chosen," said Dress. "It's very nervewracking but exciting."
Jimmy Spain and Linda Laube also
participated in the competition.
The contest was judged by Lorie Gill,
ACE vice president, and Tina Rodgers,
cont. to pg 10
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
HOW ARE WE BONNA
FACE TODAY'S PRESS
CONFCRCNCE ? WE NEED
SOME 5CANPHL CONTROL.
(IKE me JIM
BAKREK
(YIN'.
MEMO?.

OR me

JIMMY

MAbbART

METHOD.

MAYBE
me Btu.
CASEY
Memop.

PY/N'T
WINK OF
ANOmER
APPROACH'

V^

C.
\ \m BLAST*

ANP HIS RUNNINC MATE
SPUT UP wrm JEANE
KIRKPATKLCK AND SHOT UP
THE NEIBHBORHCW WITTY
A MACHINE BUN.

Biology Club
sponsors
Modlin Lecture
by Spencer Glasgow Jr.
staff reporter

"Modern Expedition to East Africa"
will be the topic of a lecture by Dr.
Richard Modlin, a UAH biology
professor.
Modlin will present a slide show and a
lecture tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the
University Center tiered conference
room. The presentation will be on his
findings on his trip last year to Africa
and the Indian Ocean.
Modlin has taught at UAH for 11
years. His main interest is coral reef
marine biology, and most of his work in
marine biology is done in Central
America.
The lecture is sponsored by the UAH
Biology Club and is open to the public.

UAH
phonathon
cont. from pg 1

,

J

BY THE WAY..
PIANE SAWYER
EOT MARRIED
RECENTLY.
^
SHE'S OFF
^ THE
MARKET.

WELL THAT
JUST BOED TO
SHOW YA..

more fun than work for the students. In
appreciation the students presented
her with a bouquet of roses on the last
night.
When asked what she enjoyed most
this year, Quick said, "My favorite part
of the phonathon is getting to know the
students who participate. Each student
seems to have a special way of
personalizing the calls he or she makes.
It's rewarding to see how much
students care about making the effort
successful: they encourage each other
and truly get excited when someone
gets a big pledge."

Acting
Competition
cont. from pg 9

Drama Board director. According to
Rodgers, all of the particaipants gave
very good performances.
Even though we had very few
people,...we had a good choice," stated
Rodgers.
All participants in the competition
received a free Springfest '88 t-shirt.
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Rockin' on the Wild Side wraps up Springfest '88
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor
Springfest '88 wrapped up on Saturday with a free late-afternoon rock
concert at the University Center given by three up-and-coming bands;
Huntsville's own Triple Play, Arms Akimbo from Atlanta and Wild Seeds from
Austin, Texas.
Triple Play came on stage around 6 p.m. and, for a moment, looked like they
would be the only entertainment that night. The worried looks in the eyes of the
Association for Campus Entertainment (ACE) people said that, since halfway
through Triple Play's set, the other two bands had yet to show. That fear was
alleviated when Arms Akimbo finally careened up in what could only be the
ultimate band bus: a battered red VW Bus with everything except adhesive
daisies on the doors.
Triple Play played through their set of all original songs in about an hour.
Their sound system was excellent and, along with their upbeat contemporary
style, has become one of the trademark^ of the band.
Arms Akimbo then played about a 40-minute set as the sun began to set.
Their style could be described as REM-ish with elements of early U-2 thrown in.
As a comparison, Akimbo's songs seemed less well-constructed than Triple
Play's, but then again, the bands are worlds apart in style. Arms Akimbo was not
without its moments, though. With songs like "All I Can Offer You is Me," the
band showed genuine sparks of originality.
After Arms Akimbo's set, Wild Seeds took the liberty of a lengthy sound
check that seemed to pay off during the performance with relatively clean
sound. Their sound was definitely Texan without being wholesale country and
western. Their style and tempo ranged from upbeat Texas Two-Step to waltzy
love songs, punchy 4/4 rock and a heavy-handed, but catchy Bo Diddleyesque
tribute. They played a good while, as it was nearly 11 p.m. when they finished.

All three bands performed strong sets, but deserved more appreciation than
what the modest-sized, laid-back, frisbee-chucking, whining-because-we-can'thave-beer crowd could muster. The crowd was bolstered, though, later in the
evening as the malls shut down and high school students began to cluster here
and there.
In spite of late bands and decidedly apathetic crowds, the entertainment
carried over with a surprising lack of hitches and with considerable quality.

The Mill Bakery and
Eatery caters to UAH
by Stephen A. Awoniyi
columnist
The Mill Bakery and Eatery may appear to the casual customer as another
fast food outlet; but then, lots of things elude a casual look. The Mill probably
sustains an edge over 'competitors' [Management views business in terms of
'customers', and that compensates for much of the burden of competition] in its
drive to be a model establishment. She rolls out health-conscious products for
her customers—the Alabama affiliate of the American Heart Association
approved over half of the Mill's menu, the result of management's directed effort
to develop for customers foods low in sodium, fat, and caloric contents. In
addition, the Alabama chapter of the American Cancer Society has also stated
approval over several types of breads offered by The Mill, based upon their low
fat and high fiber content. Then, The Mill, based endeavors to operate a model
managerial system. Reacting to a comment about presenting a picture of
'something out of a textbook', Annette Cross,The Mill's marketing coordinator
pointed out with quick farsight that it is that philosophy that values human
resources.
Serving UAH
Our interest focuses upon The Mill Bakery and Eatery organization because
of its position of association with UAH. When the second outlet in Huntsville
was established in October 1984, on Jordan Lane, the trend was that of a
growing business. However, the UAH campus, not very far away, soon loomed
as a prominent target. A large "influential market segment" existed so she and
management soon reached out to woo that
community. Since then, The Mill has sponsored
numerous activities for the benefit of the UAH
community. The most recent benefit was the UAH
Alumni 3-Mile Fun Walk that took place only last
week, May 22. Proceeds from this activity will go
towards purchasing an Ultrasound machine for the
UAH Training Room. For nearly two years running,
too, The Mill has sent doughnuts to UAH housing on
move-in day at the start of each academic quarter.
An interesting feature is the UAH Night plan, which
was started in September 1987. Every Tuesday
evening, from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m. students and staff can
buy a meal and get another free. Management wishes
to transform The Mill into an easy meeting
environment for the UAH community. Annette
Cross, who is a graduate of UAH, has a dream: "We
want to make it The Place for UAH."
The Mill has made genuine efforts to reach out to
campuses in Huntsville. However, academic
institutions represent only one little sector of the
entire community which The Mill serves. This
business has an admirable community involvement
record, and that has reinforced its existence with a lot
of goodwill. Apart from numerous donation requests
that saturate the organization's promotional budget
(Ms. Cross receives as many as, sometimes, 20 calls in
a day). The Mill participates in many fund raising
projects as well. For instance, 'Swim for Heart' has
been used to raise money for the American Heart
Association, and baskets have been sold to raise
money for a needy cause. The Mill also hosts an
annual 15K Road Race in Huntsville, and has hosted
cont. to pg 12
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ATTENTION UAH STUDENTS:
JOB ANNOUNCEMENT
Are you a Leader? Can you accept Responsibility?
Do you have Integrity?
Compassion? Good Judgement?
Do you enjoy interacting with other students?
If you answered "yes" to these questions,
then University Housing may have the perfect job for you!

Positions for both Female and Male

Resident Assistants (RAs) are open in both
On- and Off-Campus Housing for
Fall Term of next year.
To Apply, come by the Housing Office
located at 606-A South Loop Rd.
or call 895-6108 for more details.
APPLICATION DEADLINE - THURSDAY JUNE 9, 1988

Check out "Tasmanian Tuesday'*^—?
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The Mill reciprocates community for its patronage
cont. from pg 11

the Schlotzsky's Two-Mile Bun Run too. All of this has paid off. Business has
continually gone up, but also, "over 10 various clubs and organizations
make The Mill their regular place for weekly and monthly meetings." It's all
'reciprocity'.
The functional strategy employed by The Mill hew been successful, but so has
its organizational structure. On the wall in the marketing manager's room
hangs an employee hierarchy chart that bears a sign: "If you are not serving a
customer, you had better be serving someone who is...." Management style at
The Mill bears a 'human relations' brand. The employee is considered to be
operationally valuable, irrespective of the hierarchial status, and consequently,
management makes it a duty to see after the well-being of its staff. For instance,
under an exercise incentive progrm, employees at certain levels of
management may receive up to $25 in bonuses for being physically active in
some sport or exercise program. All employees are entitled to receive a
irshio under The Mill's College Program. In this program, any employee

who maintains a good record and has worked a minimum of 20 hours a week for
at least four months iseligible to have hiscollege fees paid by the establishment.
Employees are tossed paid vacations, an annual expense-paid managers'
retreat is offered, and profit-sharing, employee discounts, and other benefits all
mark 'employee-concern' efforts.
The Mill undertakes its own research, covering both the consumer market
and products (watch out for a home-made-blend type pizza to be offered soon!)
and these have bolstered the businessin its climb into a multi-million dollar affair
that now reaches beyond Huntsville. Not bad for a venture that started in 1980
with only "$2000 in cash and three people willing to work." Those three young
graduates were PaulSmith, Jeff Blomeyer, and Rick Steinberger. They started
with one Schlotzsky's Sandwich Shop in Huntsville, which soon grew into three
outlets. In 1982 they introduced The Mill Bakery and Eatery , which today
carries a "full line of bakery products," sandwiches, salads, soups, and several
other innovations in food.

below is Josef Dress performing
1st place monologue in the Acting
Competition

One of the contestants in the Acting
Competition, James Spain is showing "sad".

Steve Bruce on a bad day? No, it's just one of the decorations used in the UC.

Springfest '88:
Walkin' on the Wild Side
Photos by Ricky Howard

m .

One of the comedians that performed in the
Dessert Theater was Wayne Federman. Here he
is singing"The Brady Bunch Theme" to the tune of
Led Zeppelin's "Stairway to Heaven".
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Phi Sigma Iota inducts members at Noojin House
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
Phi Sigma Iota, UAH's foreign languages honor
society, held its annual induction ceremony May 18, at
the Noojin House. Dr. Roy L. Meek, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, was the guest speaker who spoke on the
importance of foreign languages in today's society.
A total of 16 new members were inducted. The names
of the inductees include Julianne Balough, Stephen
Andrew Bender, Alice J. Brooks, Donna R. Butler,
Calvin G. Cox, Dorothy Fahey Creel, Houston L.
Cropp, Martin Christian Dudel, Katrina Evett, Beverly
Grames, Dawn Lanier, Anne Malcolm, Anna Katherine
Roca, Cindy Marie Rodriguez, David Stafford, and Lea
Ann Walden.
Dr. Kay Raymond, Phi Sigma Iota's advisor, said of the
ceremony, "I feel that students who have performed
excellently deserve recognition for their achievements."
After the induction, new and old membersgathered to
elect the 1988-89 officers. The election results were as
follows: Katrina Evett, president; Houston Cropp, vicepresident; Dorothy Creel, secretary; Josephine S.
Williams, treasurer.
The ceremony came to a close after guests and
members were treated to a small buffet.
photo by Ricky Howard

- Need Summer Storage?

534-TACO
OPEN 7 DAYS

2313 Whitesburg Dr. S.

Share with a friend
Student Special - 1/3 off.
For $60.00
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MADISON MINI

Bass and George Killian Irish Red Ale
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Econo Lodge

721-9955

Now honoring University Club Card
giving UAH students a 15% discount!!

Summer Fun on the Gulf

GULF
SHORES
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610 West Beach Blvd.
(205) 948-8141
• I^arge rooms with
beautiful gulf view
• Suites w living room,
dining room and kitchen
B Elevated Pool
facing
white sandy beaches
• Coin operated laundry
• Restaurant and gift shop

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-446-6900
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Athletic Department honors athletes
Hockey, Basketball, Women's
Basketball, Women's Volleyball,
Soccer, Pep Band, Cheerleaders,
Training Staff, Sports Information Stat
Crew, and Charger Blue all received a
hardy "thank you."
UAH Crew members, who recently
won nationals, were honored with a
standing ovation. Even with a cut
budget and little support, crew
managed to rack up the most points for
UAH's athletic reputation this year.
Though not all of the award winners'
names can be mentioned at this time,
UAH's appreciation to each and every
athlete must not be forgotten.

by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
May 22 was an evening to remember
as UAH's athletes gathered at a
banquet held in their honor. After a
reception held in the University Center
lobby, guests were treated to a
complimentary meal.
The awards ceremony, held soon
after dinner, gave the Athletic
Department and its respective coaches
the opportunity to thank both athletes
and behind the scene persons. Though
many athletes were not present, their
names did not go unrecognized; Crew,
Men's Tennis, Women's Tennis,

HPE offers educational fun in vacations
by Lara Lee
sports reporter
Okay, you've suffered through
classes long enough! You felt like a
caged animal during the snow storms
this winter and spring break was far too
short. In other words, YOU NEED A
VACATION!
The HPE Department, in
cooperation with the Continuing
Education and Recreation Services, is
offering not one, not two, but THREE
learn-while-you-relax courses. Having
taken care of the major types of
climates (hiking and biking in
Switzerland, scuba diving in the
Caribbean, or partying in New
Orleans), the HPE Department has just
the courses you need.

When many think of summer
vacations, the first thing to come to
mind is sand, surf, scuba, and sun. If
you fit into this category, then CER 608
is for you. "Recognition and
Management of Scuba Diving Injuries
and Accidents" will be instructed by
EMT Paramedic Program Instructor
Rusty Fowler. The course will begin
Monday, October 31 and will be held
through Saturday, November 5. Sound
boring? You might change your mind
when you hear where the classroom is
located. While you are learning of
common scuba injuries and accidents
that occur in everyday diving, you will
be cruising aboard the S.S. Veracruz
from Tampa, Florida to Cozumel,
Mexico! What a classroom! The fee for
this course, which includes the cruise,

all meals, instruction, entertainment,
and five dives in Mexico, totals as $495
for scuba divers and $395 for non-scuba
divers. If you are interested, better
enroll quickly, because at those prices,
seating won't last long.
But what if you are like me, who can't
scuba dive, and want to get out? No
problem! The only requirement for
CER 738 is that you should be able to
ride a bike or walk.
"The Swiss Adventure" begins
September 2, by flying from Nashville to
New York, to Zurich to Interlaken,
Switzerland. Once in Interlaken, you
may either go on bicycling tours or go
day hiking and touring. Provided in
both packages are transportation from
Nashville, mountain lifts and lake boat
transportation, lodging in the Wald

Hotel (listed by Frommer as an
outstanding hotel in Europe), two meals
a day, viewing of the world famous
William Tell outdoor pageant, a guide
for touring, and much more. The cost
for this fabulous vacation is $1199 for
the day hiking package and $1349 for
the bike touring package.
For those of you who would like to
know how to establish group tours,
"Travel and Tour Director's School"
will be offered. Held in New Orleans,
CER 695 will allow you to gain expertise
on planning and conducting group
tours through classroom instruction
and hands-on instruction. The course
will span from January 23-27 and will
cost $299.
For more information, call 895-6007.

Softball intramurals prove to be great success
by Athletic Department
for The Exponent
Thanks to all the enthusiastic
participants this year's Men's and Coed
Softball intramural league was a great
success. The Kettle won the Men's

Championship tournament by
defeating the Champs 13-11. The
members of the championhip Kettle
are: B. Kauffman, J. Ransburg, C.
Madole, R. Fennell, R. Milton, R. Jones,
J. Moore, E. Ward, L. Spraider and Joe
Moore. The Coed Championship was

Huntsville Stars
end winning streak
l V V

^#V

V V V V V V

by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
The Huntsville Stars blazed trails last
week as they racked up a 12-game
winning streak. But Huntsville ran out
of steam when they hit Birmingham
Thursday.
The Stars squeezed a 9-4 win out of
the Barons Thursday night, but
Birmingham swarmed back and took
the next three games from the Stars.

#V V V V V V V V V V *
On Friday, the Stars lost a blowout,
12-4, to the Barons. Then on Saturday
and Sunday, Birmingham posted two
consecutive shutouts with identical
scores, 4-0.
Stars pitcher Joe Law was named
Southern League Pitcher of the Week
for last week.
Streaking Stars include Mike
Bordick with a .342 average and Jerry
Peguero's stinging average of .345.

determined by the final season
standings, and was clinched by the
ATO Suds when they defeated the Blue
Devils 23-2 and had a final record of 6-0.
The members of the ATO Suds are:
Coakley, Scott, Flack, Martin, Bishop,
Dunbar, Whitfield, Russell, McNeal,

James, Clemons and Gilmore.
Congratulations to both the Kettle and
The ATO Suds on their victories, and
thank you to all the participants.
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PIZZA & BEACH
PARTY

All Invited for Fun, Volleyball, Pizza,
Cokes, and a Brain Break^^x
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Ticket Giveaway!

2
n

Front Row: Michael Bulka, Mike
O'Connor, Jim Goonan, Kevin
Mills, Tim Keller, David Wallenstine

<••••••••••••••••••••••••

'

1988 Stars Schedule

jWho pitched the most complete games in the major leagues?!

*i
it!
C i Name

Back Row: Pete Monson, Stan
Pfetrzak, (left to right) Paul Scott,
Mike Quinevflle, Sean Kelly,
Tacoma Kapusta, John Etu

J

*

j
_j

. J student number or office
£ ! phone

j

j

*;
I
1
*
•!
M flils contest is open to all UAH
^ students, staff, and faculty.
£
M
£
£
^
*

A winner will be selected by a random
drawing of entry forms with correct
answers. In the event there are no
correct entries, a drawing of all
entries will be held. The drawing will
be held at 5:30 p.m. each MOJVDAY

^ Fill out the entry form, above, and
^ place in the envelope on the
* EXPONENT'S door.
£ The winner will receive 3 "Pick-A^ Date Certificates". These certificates
£ are redeemable for reserve seats at
M Joe W. Davis Stadium.

*

{ And The Winner Is...
^

Keith Wilson was the winner of last week's trivia question. Mark
tC McGwire was the American Rookie of the Year.

C
*

£

Call

882-2562

for

information. J

1988 HPE SUMMER NON-CREDIT SCHEDULE
Summer Youth Camps
TIME

SEC

CAMP

DATE

CER 688

01

Lady Charger Basketball Camp

7/25-7/29

8 00-noon

Nabors

S64

Boys Basketball Free Throw &

6/27-7/1 &

8:00-noon

Ingle

S64

Shooting Camp

8/1-8/5

Boys Basketball Ball Handling

6/27-7/1 &

& Defense Camp

8/1-8/5

CER 683
CER 683

01(02)
03(04)

1:00-5 00pm Ingle

CER 773

01

Bowling at Pin Palace

7/18-7/22

8'30-noon

Wilson

CER 728

01

Cheerleadmg

7/11-7/15

8 00-noon

Griggs

8 15-noon

COURSE # SEC COURSE TITLE

DIRECTOR(S) FEE

CAMP #

Eastep

6/15-8/24

MW

4.00-5:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

CER 681

01

6/16-8/23

TT

4:00-5:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

S75

CER 690

01

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

$64

S75

549
S35l nc

Sa

Kinderquatics for Toddlers

6/25-8/20

Sa

11:30-noon

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

Maxwell

SH/POOL

S64

S29iteam

CER 635

899

CER 635

02
01

Kinderquatics for Toddlers

6/25-8/20

Sa

Swimming (Begi

6/25-8/20

Sa

9:00-10:00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

S69

Swimming (Begi

7/5-8/4

TT

9:00-9:30am

Muehlbauer

SH/POOL

S59

CER 617

02
01

Swimming (Inter)

6/25-8/20

Sa

9:00-l0:00am

Delk

SH/POOL

S69

CER 617

02

Swimming (Inter)

7/5-8/4

TT

9 30-10:00am

Muehlbaue'

SH/POOL

S59

6-18-8/6

Sa

8 00-l0:00am

Eaoon

SH/206

S64

CER 616

8 00-noon

Nimmc

$64

8 00-noon

ROSS

$64

7-25-7/29

8 00-noon

Ross

$64

7'l8-7'22

800-noo-

Sports-Fitness Camp

6/20-6/24

Tennis (Basic)

7/18-7/22

02

Tennis (Inter & Advanced

01

Competitive Volleyball

CER 685

01

CER 722

0'

CER 722
CER 726

8
i.

8129

CD

StromeC-u

7 T1-7'"5

All-American Soccer School

'

03
01

12:30-I:00pm

CER 616

01

S64

Kmderquatics for Infants

6/25-8/20

12:00-12 30pm Maxwell
Maxwell
1:00-1:30pm

S64

CER 686

S64

SH/POOL

Sa

S99

Basic Camp

S64

SH/POOL

6/25-8/20

CER 634

S64

SH/POOL

Kinderquatics for Infants

Gnggs
Stromec*.

Maxwell

Kinderquatics for Infants

Eastep

8 00-noO"

11:00-11:30am

01

815-noon

6/27-71

Sa

02

8/8-8/12

All-American Soccer School

TT

CER 634

Golf

02

6/16-8/23

CER 634

02

CER 686

Karate (Adv)

5:00-6:00pm

6/25-8/20

CER 694

6/27-7/1

CER 728

6*

Rowing

'or

Teens i Basic

TN River

Advanced Camp

Naoc's

w.

$64

M

The University Of Alabama InHuntsville
Division of Continuing Education • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

Adult Courses
CER 602
CER 60'
CER 60C
CER 773
CEP "76
cer "scep —
-|PE '52
CEP 606
CEP 55"
CEP
CF.P 605

TO REGISTER: 895-6010
FOR INFORMATION: 895-6007
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0'
0"
0*
3'
3"
;•
:*
32

Swimming > 3eg>

6'25-8/20

Sa

8 00-9:00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

S69

Swimming (Inter i

6/25-8/20

Sa

8 00-9:00am

Delk

SH/POOL

S69

Maste's Swimming

6/25-8/20

Sa

7 00-8:00am

McGregor

SH/POOL

S69

New VorK & Latin Hustles

7'16 *

Sa

9:00-4:00pm

Slater

SH/BAL 2

S39

Aoc Waitz & R>* To:

7-12-6/9

T

6:00-8:00pm

Slater

SH/BAL 2

S55

Chi

SH/BAL 2

S69
S69

T a Ch

6-27-8/22

MW

7 30-9 00pm

me- T a C"

627-8/22

MW

7 30-9:00pm

Chi

SH/BAL 2

Aqvanced Karate

615-8/24

6 00-7:00pm

Grizzard

SH/BAL 1

~-s: R e 'c Scjoa D '.e'r

"0'31-11'5

Fowler &

Cruise

.Viicemess S-'- -a
^e'sona F mess De.eiosrN
c

'^ess s Wellness Out

MW

Beck

to Mexico

6 30-8:30pm

P Taylor

SH/206

6 00-8:00pm

Kalb

SH/108

5'2'-69
6 14

-

615-9-1=

When open for recreation Spragms Hall hours

!

I

I
I

S80
free
S30(ind.)
S60(family)

SH/125

S75

SH/115

S64

CEa
CEa 6":
CED 695

nc vouai F mess Assess™"

App:

C 'Cuit Weigh: Trainmg

App:
TT

Appt

626-8-14

5 15-615pm

Moen

T-ave 6 Tou- D"ecto'.s Sc™

'23-127

Dan\

8 00-5 OOpn

Mitchell

NewOrleans

S299

:E- "66

3-:»c'"»c ' Swze'ia-c

9 3-9"

Busbin

Interlaken

S1295

Sports and Fitness...
At Amrmattv* Acion/EOuai COOO'luruty instnulon

$75
• S559

Kalb

Health and Physical Education is Fun for Everyone!
!P

FEE

Karate (Inter)

6/27-7'1

Movement-Tumbling Camp

INSTRUCTOR BLDG/RM

Karate (Basic)

Golf

01

TIME

01

CER 677

01

CER 774

DAYS

Other Youth Courses

CER 694

8 00-noon

DATE

The Right Move!

